Abstract. The adaptive suboptimal dual control strategy that there exist the unknown parameters in the stochastic system with time delay is studied in this paper. The forgetting factor recursive least square (FFRLS) is selected to estimate the unknown parameters; According to the certainty equivalence principle and the generalized predictive control strategy, the non-dual controller is obtained. In term of the bicriterial approach, the dual controller which processes both the controlling and the learning effect is derived. The simulating example illustrates that the proposed method can not only apply with the non-minimum phase system but also improve the robustness.
Introduction
In engineering system, there are many uncertain elements such as internal structure, system parameter or external disturbance, etc. Most adaptive controllers are based on the separation of parameter estimation and controller design, named the certainty-equivalence (CE) approach. Feldbaum considered the problem of optimal adaptive and indicated that systems based on CE approach are not always optimal but can indeed be far from so. He addressed two main properties that the control signal of an optimal adaptive system should have: (i) the system output cautiously tracks the desired reference value and that (ii) it excites the plant sufficiently for accelerating the parameter process so that the control quality becomes better in future times intervals. These properties are known as dual properties [1] [2] .
Because it is difficult to find for stochastic optimal control strategy, researchers gradually change to look for suboptimal control law. Lainiotis put forward the adaptive dual control scheme based on posterior probability weighting, called DUL algorithm [3] .Regard to the minimization variance index for the system unknown parameter,Alster address that minimizing one step output variance replace for minimizing N step output variance, then a control law for dual property can be obtained [4] . Milito based that the new innovation sequence of Kalman filter include the error information between the true value and estimation value for system parameter, the variance of new innovation sequence was leaded to the performance index via the learning ratio, it was the famous IDC control scheme [5] . Filatov presented bicriterial approach for adaptive dual control, two criteria reflect the two goals of dual control [6] [7] .For the nonlinear stochastic system of affine input, Simon Fabri utilized the neural network to design suboptimal adaptive dual controller, the weights and threshold value of the RBF and BP neural network were adjusted by Kalman filter [8] .
Based on generalized minimum-variance control strategy, multiple step prediction is incorporated into the optimization of generalized predictive control (GPC) strategy. Combining predictive control and self-correcting technique, generalized predictive control is known to control non-minimum phase plants, open-loop unstable plants and plants with variable or unknown dead time. It is also robust with regard to modeling errors, over and under parameterization, and sensor noises In this paper, the unknown parameter stochastic system with time delay is discussed, CE controller is derived in terms of GPC principle, the unknown parameter is identified by forgetting factor recursive least square(FFRLS), furthermore, adaptive dual controller is achieved by bicriterial approach. Finally, simulation experiment is made to verify the feasibility and effective of the algorithm.
Problem Formulation
Consider the Controlled Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (CARIMA) models as follows:
to be zeros. Eq. (1) can be simplified as,
Due to unknown parameter for the plant, it needs to be estimated online. Accords to Eq. (2),we have
where,
GPC performance index is commonly expressed as:
where, ) ( j k y  and ) ( j k y r  is future time j k  practical output and expected output; 1 N is minimization output length, 2 N is maximization output length, u N is control length, j  is weight coefficient.
Certainty Equivalence Control
Design GPC controller, need to predict the plant output at first, accord to the optimal predicting to calculate the appropriate control action. As deriving simply, providing that
i n index (5) .For the Eq. (2),put time ) ( j k  the output predicting error as
Then, make the variance of the predicting error as
According to Eq. (2) and Eq. (8), have time k behind j step prediction equation as
Omit the impact of perturbing noise, the future output prediction can be written by matrix form as follows
. The performance index (5)can be described as matrix form 
For the practical controlling, put first control vector into system every time, that is
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Control sequence ) (k u ce  which is derived from Eq. (13) is called non-dual controller. Corresponding output can be formed as: 
The cautious controller can be expressed as follows:
The dual controller can be derived via minimizing
where, ]
is the cautious controller; and
Simulating Example
Assume the controlled plant is the non-minimum phase system which includes time delay as follows:
. Select the zero-order holder and set sample period s T 5 . 0  ， discrete the above-mentioned continuous system have ) ( Figure 1 . is the identified results for the unknown parameters. It is demonstrated that the algorithm can obtain the precision value of the unknown parameter quickly. Figure 2 . is dual control sequence and corresponding system output sequence, as shown in figure, dual control sequence converge to stable state swiftly, and output sequence can track the expectation reference signal. It can overcome the influence that online identifying unknown parameters bring about the error and satisfy the definite requirement for the expectation output. 
Conclusion
With regard to parameter unknown stochastic system with time delay, according to CE principle, utilizing generalized prediction control technique such as multistep prediction, receding horizon optimization and feedback correction principle, the non-dual controller can be derived, the adaptive dual controller with dual feature can be received via bicriterial approach. Compare with the traditional adaptive controller, it can consider the implement that the unknown parameter estimation error and the uncertain factor such as time delay come into being, and greatly improve the controlling quality and widely used in engineering practice. The simulations illustrate that the algorithm can resolve the contradiction between control and detection well and turn out excellent dual property.
